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SUMMARY

Conventionally, epilepsy is dichotomized into distinct “focal” and “generalized” cate-

gories. However, many studies have reported so-called focal features among patients

with idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE) in the domains of semiology, electroenceph-

alography, neuropsychology, neuropathology, and neuroimaging.We sought to review

such features and clinical implications. A Web of Science database search was con-

ducted to identify relevant publications. Our search yielded 145 papers describing focal

features involving different domains in IGE, with 117 papers analyzed after excluding

abstracts and case reports. Focal semiologic features are commonly seen in IGE.

There are conflicting data from studies in the domains of electroencephalography,

neuroimaging, and neuropathology. Studies on neuropsychology are suggestive of

frontal lobe functional deficits in juvenile myoclonic epilepsy. Most advanced neuroi-

maging studies demonstrate the involvement of both the thalamus and the cortex dur-

ing generalized spike-wave discharges (GSWDs). A few electroencephalographic and

neuroimaging studies indicate that the cortex precedes the thalamus at the onset of

GSWD. Focal features may contribute to misdiagnosis of IGE as focal epilepsy. How-

ever there aremethodologic limitations in the studies that affect the results.

KEY WORDS: Electroencephalographic, Epilepsy semiology, Generalized seizures,

Partial seizures, Neuroimaging, Neuropsychology.

Idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE; genetic general-
ized epilepsy) constitutes a rubric of several electroclinical
syndromes based on specific clinical features and electro-
encephalography (EEG) abnormalities.1,2 The traditional
approach of classifying epilepsies into “focal” and “gener-
alized” implies there can be no “focal” features in “gener-
alized” epilepsies. However, there has been a gradual
paradigm shift in the conceptualization of seizure genera-

tion and spread based on epileptic networks. This change is
reflected in a recent publication by the International Lea-
gue Against Epilepsy (ILAE) on revised terminology of
seizures and epilepsies.2 This paper conceptualizes focal
seizures as those arising from networks confined to a single
cerebral hemisphere, whereas generalized seizures “origi-
nate at some point within, and rapidly engage bilaterally
distributed networks” including cortical and subcortical
structures, leaving open the possibility of a focal origin
within the network.

Amid the ongoing debate and discussion about the patho-
genesis and classification of IGE, a body of literature high-
lighting various focal features of IGE has gradually
accumulated over the years. In this paper, we review the lit-
erature on focal characteristics of IGE in the domains of
semiology, EEG, neuropsychology, neuropathology, and
neuroimaging.
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Methods
We searched the Web of Science database using search

terms “primary generaliz(s)ed epilepsy,” “idiopathic gener-
aliz(s)ed epilepsy,” “absence epilepsy,” “juvenile myoclonic
epilepsy,” “absence seizure,” “myoclonic seizure,” and “gen-
eraliz(s)ed tonic–clonic seizure” in combination with “focal,”
“aura,” “semiology,” “EEG,” “neuropsychology,” “magnetic
resonance imaging,” “volumetry,” “voxel-based morphome-
try,” “functional magnetic resonance imaging,” “magnetic
resonance spectroscopy,” “pathology,” and “positron emis-
sion tomography.” Publications in all years were taken into
consideration. We also searched the reference lists of identi-
fied publications for more papers relevant to the topic. Only
original papers published in English were included in this
review. Single case reports and abstracts from conferences
were excluded.

Results and Discussion
Our literature search yielded a total of 145 relevant publi-

cations describing focal features of IGE in different
domains. Having excluded 16 abstracts and 12 case reports,
117 publications were analyzed.

Semiology

Aura
An aura is a subjective symptom representing a seizure or

part of a seizure that can be recalled by the individual. The
1981 ILAE seizure classification describes the aura as a
simple partial seizure or the signal symptom of a complex
partial seizure.3 In the revised terminology, aura is
described as a focal seizure “without impairment of con-
sciousness or awareness involving subjective sensory or
psychic phenomena only.”2 This implies auras are experi-
enced only in focal epilepsies.

Our search yielded four papers on auras experienced by
patients with IGE. In a prospective study involving 19
patients with IGE from an epilepsy monitoring unit (EMU),
70% reported auras.4 This relatively high frequency could
be an overestimate due to selection bias, as IGE patients
with auras are more likely to be referred to EMU with a pro-
visional diagnosis of focal epilepsy. Another study found
special sensory, psychic, and autonomic auras among 54%
of 37 patients diagnosed with juvenile myoclonic epilepsy
(JME).5 A questionnaire was used to obtain information on
auras. However, auras were reported during a structured
interview by only 24% (n = 379) with “generalized epi-
lepsy” from three population-based twin registries.6 Visual
auras were experienced by 4 (10%) of 40 patients diagnosed
with JME.7 Phenomenologically, auras of temporal lobe
epilepsy and IGE appeared to be different, except for rising
epigastric sensation, which was reported by both groups.4

In the above studies, auras were elicited by systematic

questioning. It is possible that auras in IGE are under-
reported, as patients may not volunteer this information
unless questioned in a systematic manner.

It is unclear what auras represent in IGE, particularly in
the absence of correlating video-EEG data. Auras may not
necessarily be due to focal seizure activity. It is possible that
preictal prodromal symptoms may have been reported as
ictal “auras” by patients in these studies.

Generalized tonic–clonic seizures
In classic generalized tonic–clonic seizures (GTCS) of

IGE, the tonic–clonic activity is expected to be symmetrical
and generalized from the onset. Numerous focal features
have been described in secondarily GTCS (focal seizures
evolving to bilateral convulsive seizures according to the
revised terminology2) of focal epilepsies, helping lateraliza-
tion and localization of the seizure focus. Several authors
have described similar focal features in GTCS of IGE as
well. These include forced head version, eye version, “fig-
ure-4-sign” (contralateral elbow extension and ipsilateral
flexion), focal clonic activity, asymmetry in tonic and clonic
phases, hemiconvulsion, fencing posture, unilateral tonic/
dystonic posturing, postictal nose wiping, postictal hemipa-
resis, and asymmetric seizure termination.8–16 The fre-
quency of such focal features ranges from 35% to 46%
among three studies involving 20, 55, and 26 patients based
on video-EEG monitoring (VEM).12,14,15 However, it
should be noted that these studies were reported from ter-
tiary referral centers, which were likely to receive more
atypical and complex cases of IGE. Therefore, the possibil-
ity of overestimating the frequency due to selection bias
should be taken into consideration.

Myoclonic seizures
Myoclonic jerks of JME are characterized by bilateral,

arrhythmic, irregular jerks of proximal and distal muscles
predominantly in the arms.1 However, focal (unilateral) and
asymmetric jerks in JME have been reported. In a detailed
video-polygraphic analysis of myoclonic seizures in JME,
four of five patients had asymmetric myoclonic jerks.17

Three other studies have reported asymmetric myoclonus in
61%,14 16.8%,18 and 14%19 of JME patients. Focal myo-
clonic seizures were detected in 25% of patients with JME
who underwent VEM.15 Study heterogeneity and sampling
bias would account for this wide range.

Absence seizures
Automatisms are generally considered to be an integral

component of complex partial seizures (focal seizures with
impairment of consciousness or awareness2). However, oral
and manual automatisms have been well recognized in asso-
ciation with typical absence seizures. In a cohort of 70
untreated children with absence seizures, automatisms were
detected in 40% of seizures and 76% of patients.20 Automa-
tisms were more likely to occur during hyperventilation and
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in longer absence seizures.20 The origin and underpinning
mechanisms of automatisms are complex, and their pres-
ence does not necessarily indicate a focal basis in IGE. Yet,
it is important to be aware of this phenomenon to avoid mis-
diagnosis of absences as complex partial seizures.

Diagnostic criteria of IGE is a confounding factor, as
inadvertently mixed focal epilepsy patients will affect the
results on semiology. The 1989 ILAE criteria1 were used in
most studies on semiology, whereas criteria were not speci-
fied in six studies.4,9,12,13,15,19

Electroencephalography
The existence of focal EEG features in IGE has been

known for many decades.21 In a large cohort of IGE
patients, EEG focal abnormalities were found in 56% and
localized to temporal regions in most.22 In a series of IGE
patients studied with video-EEG, focal interictal epilepti-
form discharges (IEDs) and semiologic features of focal sei-
zure onset were observed in 35%. However, no seizures
with focal EEG onset were seen.12 Another study found
focal interictal EEG abnormalities in 2 of 26 patients with
JME.15 Other studies have reported EEG focalities in
30–55% of JME patients.23–25 The reported frequency of
focal or lateralized EEG abnormalities in patients with
absence seizures ranges from 16% to 37%.21,26–30 Temporal
intermittent rhythmic delta activity was reported among
13% of patients with juvenile absence epilepsy (JAE) com-
pared to none in JME from a single study based on video-
EEG.31 Focal EEG abnormalities appear to be state depen-
dent, and Koutroumanidis et al.32 found focal discharges in
children with childhood absence epilepsy (CAE) mainly
during non–rapid eye movement sleep. Based on these stud-
ies, it appears that focal interictal EEG abnormalities are
found among one third of patients with IGE.

However, it should be noted that patient populations of
these studies were heterogeneous and the influence of
potential confounding factors such as age, arousal state,
length of recording, and AED therapy were not specified.
Most studies employed diagnostic criteria consistent with
1989 ILAE classification, although in the minority it was
not specified.12,15,19,26,27 Another potential pitfall is label-
ing bifrontal fragmented spike-wave discharges as focal
IEDs. It should be noted that among the studies reviewed
only one provides a strict definition of focal IEDs.15

Neuropsychology
Working memory, prospective memory, and executive

function are considered to be frontal lobe functions.33 Sev-
eral neuropsychological studies have revealed functional
deficits involving frontal lobes in JME. On neuropsycholog-
ical testing, deficits in visual working memory were found
in both JME and frontal lobe epilepsy (FLE) compared to
healthy controls.34 Eight studies have reported deficits in
executive functions in JME in comparison to healthy
controls.35–42 Another study compared frontal cognitive

function in JME with FLE, temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE),
and healthy controls. The JME group had significant impair-
ment in executive functions compared to TLE and healthy
controls. However, there was no difference between JME
and FLE.43

Prospective memory is closely linked to executive func-
tions, and one study reported significant deficits in prospec-
tive memory in JME patients and their unaffected siblings
compared to healthy controls.44

Verbal and nonverbal episodic memory reflecting func-
tions of the temporal lobe did not appear to be impaired in
JME in comparison to healthy controls.41,44

More recently, researchers used Iowa Gambling Task
(IGT) to evaluate the decision making ability of patients
with JME. Worse performance was recorded from patients
in comparison to controls, and further analysis revealed a
trend toward poor performance with poor seizure control.45

Another study found similar results in JME patients with
ongoing seizures.46 These results are suggestive of deficits
involving cortico-subcortical prefrontal networks in JME.45

Targeted neuropsychological studies in other IGE syn-
dromes are scarce. One study compared intellectual capac-
ity, verbal and nonverbal memory, language, and executive
functions between benign childhood epilepsy with centro-
temporal spikes (BECTS), CAE, and healthy controls. Both
BECTS and CAE patients were in remission off antiepilep-
tic drugs. Executive functions were evaluated with trail-
marking, as well as Stroop and Wisconsin card sorting tests.
No significant differences were found between the three
groups in the domains of memory, language, and executive
functions.47

Another study compared neuropsychological functions
between children with absence epilepsy and healthy con-
trols. Patients who had experienced seizures other than
absences were excluded. Hence the patient group was likely
to consist of a mix of CAE and JAE. Compared to the con-
trols, the patient group had significantly lower general cog-
nition, visuospatial skills, nonverbal memory, and delayed
recall.48

Comparisons are difficult due to methodologic variations,
particularly with respect to cohort differences in age of
onset, method of ascertainment (incident vs. prevalent,
community vs. hospital, prospective vs. retrospective),
duration of disease, treatment status, seizure control, lack of
population control, and testing paradigms. As in other
domains, diagnostic criteria employed have an influence on
the results. Among the 15 studies discussed, only 9 have
defined diagnostic features consistent with 1989 ILAE crite-
ria.36–40,43,45–47 In general, there appears to be a tendency
for frontal lobe functional deficits in JME on neuropsycho-
logical testing.

Magnetic resonance imaging
By convention, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is not

expected to reveal abnormalities in IGE. More convincing
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evidence on focal features in IGE has emerged from studies
using advanced neuroimaging techniques.

Magnetic resonance imaging volumetry
Studies on volumetric analysis in IGE have yielded

mixed results. The most commonly reported abnormalities
are in the thalamus. Two studies found reduced thalamic
volumes,40,49 whereas no changes were detected in three
studies.50–52 Both increased and decreased thalamic vol-
umes were found in the cohort of another study.53 The same
group reported increased volume in a larger cohort.54 Both
increased55 and reduced56 lobar volumes have also been
reported. Volumetry technique is operator dependent, which
can lead to variable results in different studies. With the
exception of one study,52 all have used 1989 ILAE criteria.

Voxel-based morphometry
Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) is an automated

technique of quantitative MRI analysis. It is widely used in
epilepsy, and our search yielded 13 studies in IGE
(Table 1).38,41,49,50,53,55,57–63 Both regional cortical gray
matter and thalamic volume changes have been reported in
those studies. The most consistent finding is reduction is
thalamic volumes seen across the majority of studies. Both
increased and decreased frontal cortical gray matter
volumes have been found (Table 1), whereas one study
did not find any difference between JME patients and
controls.41

These discrepancies could be due to several factors
including heterogeneity of study populations and methodol-
ogy. Voxel-based morphometry findings in particular are
affected by covariates (such as total intracranial volume,

age, gender) and the size of control group.64 Artifacts can
affect comparisons, and gray matter volumes may vary
across different scanners.65 Furthermore, reporting bias in
the literature due to selective analysis, and reporting and
publication of positive results should also be taken into con-
sideration when interpreting the studies on volumetry. This
bias has been well demonstrated in the studies on brain vol-
ume abnormalities in mental health conditions.66 With the
exception of three studies,41,58,63 1989 ILAE diagnostic cri-
teria were used.

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is a noninva-

sive technique of in vivo quantification of brain metabolites.
Several studies have been carried out in IGE looking at glu-
tamate plus glutamine (GLX), N-acetyl aspartate (NAA),
creatine phosphocreatine (Cr), Choline (Cho), and c-amin-
obutyric acid. Regional changes of these compounds reflect
differences in local metabolism, cellular integrity, neuronal
function, and excitability.67

From 13 published studies on MRS in IGE, the most con-
sistent findings are reduced NAA in the thalamus and the
frontal lobe. There are conflicting results on GLX in the
frontal lobe, with studies showing both increased and
reduced concentrations (Table 2).59,68–79

MRS results are influenced by several variables such as
differences in data acquisition, post- processing techniques,
and age and duration of epilepsy. The diagnostic criteria of
IGE are not defined in five studies,70–72,78,79 but other stud-
ies have used 1989 ILAE criteria. These confounders should
be taken into consideration in the interpretation and compar-
ison of results.

Table 1. Voxel-basedmorphometry studies in IGE

References Age range (mean) year Cohort Key findings in patients

38 (33.61) JME 28, Co 55 Reduced GM in supplementary motor area and posterior cingulate cortex

41 15–45 (24.2) JME 19, Co 20 No difference in GM volume

49 (33.6 � 8.6) GTCSO 19, Co 52 Reduced GM in frontal, parietal, temporal cortex, thalami and cerebellum

50 20–50 (30) JME 21, Co 20 Reduced volume anterior thalamus

53 9–60 (30) JME 7, AE 11, GTCSO 4 Focal GM abnormalities (frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital) in 77%

55 9–60 (30 � 11) JME 19, Co 19 Reduced GM in prefrontal lobe

57 JME (32 � 9)

AE (27 � 12)

GTCSO (12 � 11)

JME 44, AE 24,

GTCSO 15, Co 47

Increased GM in frontobasal (JME), superior mesiofrontal (AE),

no difference (GTCSO)

58 (17 � 8) CAE 13, Co 109 Reduced GM in thalami, subcallosal gyri of frontal lobe

ReducedWM in basal frontal lobe, anterior and posterior cingulate

59 (32) IGE 43, Co 38 Reduced volume in thalami

60 16–35 (22.7 � 5.1) JME 25, Co 44 Increased GMmesiofrontal lobe, reduced GM thalami

61 14–55 (26.6) JME 60, Co 30 Reduced GM thalami, insula, cerebellum

Increased GM superior frontal, orbital frontal, medial frontal gyri

62 (16) CAE 44, Co 257 Reduced GM in thalami

63 15–37 (25) JME 20, Co 30 Increased cortical GM in mesial frontal lobes

41 15–45 (24.2) JME 19, Co 20 No difference in GM volume

AE, absence epilepsy; CAE, childhood absence epilepsy; Co, controls; GM, gray matter; GTCSO, generalized tonic–clonic seizures only; IGE, idiopathic general-
ized epilepsy; JME, juvenile myoclonic epilepsy;WM, white matter.
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a non-

invasive technique measuring cerebral activity linked to
cerebral blood flow based on oxygenated and deoxygenated
hemoglobin ratio (blood oxygenation level–dependent
contrast, BOLD).67 Increased synaptic activity associated
with epileptiform discharges is expected to increase the
BOLD signal in the corresponding region (“activation”).
This principle is used in simultaneous recording of EEG and
fMRI to compare BOLD signal changes with ictal and inte-
rictal epileptiform discharges. The reasons for decreased
BOLD signal (“deactivation”) in EEG-fMRI are less
clear. Researchers have postulated it to be a reflection of
interruptions to the “default state of the brain” by epileptic
discharges.80

Activation of various brain regions during cognitive tasks
has also been tested with fMRI in IGE patients.41 Our litera-
ture search yielded 16 fMRI studies in IGE.41,80–94 Despite
study heterogeneity, common trends emerge from EEG-
fMRI results. First, almost all studies demonstrate thalamic
activation with generalized spike-wave discharges (GSWDs).
Second, GSWDs are also associated with activation of
certain cortical areas, mainly frontal, parietal, temporal,
and insular. Two studies found that cortical activation
preceded thalamic changes.83,92 Third, there is deactivation
of certain regions recognized as “default mode areas”
(Table 3).

The activation of certain cortical regions in EEG-fMRI
can be interpreted as evidence supporting the theory of focal
basis in IGE. However, these studies should be interpreted
and compared with caution due to some limitations.

First, most studies have used GSWD for simultaneous
EEG-fMRI. Although GSWD is the electrographic hall-
mark, there are other specific EEG features in IGE. Only a
minority of research studies address other electrographic
markers such as polyspike-wave discharges and photopar-
oxysmal response (Table 3). Hence, the inferences drawn
from studies involving GSWDs alone may not provide a
complete functional picture.

Second, the findings are affected by various methodolog-
ic differences such as fMRI paradigms, image processing,
data acquisition (continuous vs. spike triggered EEG-fMRI,
amount and length of GSWD acquired) and statistical analy-
sis.

Finally, as in all other domains, diagnostic criteria will
affect the sample and results. Among the studies discussed,
the majority have defined diagnostic features consistent
with 1989 ILAE criteria.80–85,87,90–93

Positron emission tomography
Positron emission tomography (PET) scans are com-

monly used in the presurgical evaluation of focal epilepsies.
Only a few studies have employed this technique in IGE.
Two early studies demonstrated increased cerebral meta-
bolic rate for glucose during GSWD without any focal
changes.95,96 A later study evaluated fluorodeoxyglucose
(FDG) uptake with visual working memory paradigms in
nine JME patients in comparison to 14 healthy controls.
Only the controls demonstrated increased uptake in frontal
regions during the task. The absence of uptake in JME was
interpreted as “cortical disorganization” in the region.97 A
more recent study found increased FDG uptake in the

Table 2. Studies onmagnetic resonance spectroscopy in IGE

References

Age range

(mean) years Cohort On AED Key findings in patients

59 (32) JME 23, GTCSO 20, Co 38 Yes Increased GLX and reducedNAA in thalamus

68 20–52 (37) JME 12, GTCSO 8, Co 11 NS ReducedNAA/Cr in thalamus

69 (27.2) JME 57, Co 30 Yes ReducedNAA/Cr in frontal lobe; increased GLX/Cr

in insula and striatum

70 18–39 (28) IGE 18, Co 25 Yes ReducedNAA, GLX, CHO and MI in frontal lobe,

reduced NAA in thalamus

71 25–43 (32.3) AE 9, Co 9 Yes ReducedNAA/Cr in thalamus

72 16–30 (20.3) JME 15, Co 16 Yes ReducedNAA/Cr in thalamus

73 11–19 (14.9) JAE 14, Co 10 Yes ReducedNAA/Cr in thalamus

74 (26.6) JME 60, Co 30 Yes ReducedNAA/Cr in thalamus, motor cortex and

medial prefrontal cortex; reduced GLX/Cr in motor

cortex, medial prefrontal cortex and posterior cingulate gyrus

75 17–44 (31.6) JME 10, Co 10 NS ReducedNAA/Cr in thalamus

76 26–42 JME 15, Co 10 Yes ReducedNAA in prefrontal cortex

77 18–51 JME 25, GTCSO 20, Co 10 Yes (43), no (2) ReducedNAA in frontal lobe (JME); reducedNAA in thalamus

(GTCSO); reduced CHO and MI (JME and GTCSO)

78 17–55 (27) IGE 15, OLE 15, Co 15 Yes Increased GLX and GABA in occipital lobe (both IGE and OLE)

79 NS IGE 21, Co 17 Yes Increased GLX and reducedNAA in frontal lobe

AE, absence epilepsy; AEDs, antiepileptic drugs; CHO, choline; Co, controls; Cr, creatine; GABA, c-aminobutyric acid; GLX, glutamate plus glutamine; GTCSO,
generalized tonic–clonic seizures only; IGE, idiopathic generalized epilepsy; JAE, juvenile absence epilepsy; JME, juvenile myoclonic epilepsy; MI, myo-inositol; NAA,
N-acetyl aspartate; NS, not specified; OLE, occipital lobe epilepsy.
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thalamus during GSWD as well as interictally in JME
patients.98 No cortical abnormalities were reported in this
study. In this study, EEG monitoring was done before, dur-
ing, and after the isotope injection. In contrast, another
study did not find any difference between JME patients and
healthy controls in resting (interictal) FDG-PET scans.99

However, EEG monitoring was not done, and the interictal
state was decided on clinical observation, thereby limiting
the validity of data.

A major drawback in FDG-PET is its limited temporal
resolution due to delayed tracer uptake.98 It is of limited
value in evaluating focal abnormalities in IGE.

Among the studies discussed, only one has used 1989
ILAE diagnostic criteria in patient selection.98

Neuropathology
Microdysgenesis refers to specific microscopic abnor-

malities of brain reported in people with epilepsy as well as
normal subjects. Early neuropathologic studies indicated
that microdysgenesis was found in most patients with

IGE.100 However, a later autopsy study comparing the his-
tology of brain from people who had IGE with healthy con-
trols found no significant difference in microdysgenesis
features between the two groups.101

Focal features in IGE: what does it mean?
There are four possible explanations for the presence of

focal features in studies on IGE; (1) misdiagnosis of focal
epilepsy as IGE due to poor diagnostic criteria, (2) focal fea-
tures as an integral component of IGE compatible with that
diagnosis, (3) coexistence of both IGE and focal epilepsy in
the same patient, and (4) generalized seizures in IGE having
a focal onset.

Misdiagnosis of focal epilepsy as IGE
Poor case selection with imprecise diagnostic criteria

may result in the inclusion of focal epilepsy cases in IGE
study cohorts and one might interpret focal features on that
basis. However, most studies from tertiary centers have
included patients based on established ILAE criteria. Hence,

Table 3. Studies on functionalmagnetic resonance imaging in IGE

References

Age range

(mean) year Cohort On AED Key findings in patients

41 15–45 (24.2) JME 19, Co 20 Yes 16, no 3 fMRI done with cognitive tests; no difference between JME and controls in

fMRI activation with working memory paradigms

80 18–66 (35) IGE 15 Yes 14, no 1 Activation in thalamus, mesial frontal, insula and cerebellum; deactivation

in anterior frontal, parietal, posterior cingulate gyri

81 18–66 (35) IGE 15 Yes 14, no 1 Multiregional activation and deactivation in 14, thalamus activation in 8,

deactivation in 2, both in 2

82 16–34 CAE 4, IGEU 1 Yes 4, no 1 Deactivation in posterior cingulate, no activation in thalamus

83 6–15 (11.9) CAE 42 NS Activation in orbital/medial frontal and medial/lateral parietal cortices >5 s

before seizure onset; thalamus activation follows

84 6–15 CAE 9 Yes 5, no 4 Activation in thalamus, frontal, primary visual, auditory, somatosensory

and motor cortices; deactivation in parietal cortex, cingulate gyrus,

and basal ganglia

85 18–74 IGE 32, SGE 14 Yes 43, no 3 Activation in thalamus; deactivation in frontal, parietal, and temporal cortices

86 11–14 (10.25) EMA 4 Yes Activation in thalamus, cerebellum, mesial frontal, middle parietal,

temporal and insula r cortices; deactivation in anterior frontal cortex,

posterior parietal cortex, and posterior cingulate gyrus

87 NS CAE 8, JAE 1

(17 AS studied)

Yes 3, no 6 Activation in thalamus (94%), frontal and parietal cortex (59%);

deactivation in caudate (59%), default mode areas (88%)

88 19–58 (35.2) IGE 27, Co 30 Yes 25, no 2 Activation in thalamus, mesial frontal cortex, cerebellum;

deactivation in default mode areas

89 8–22 (14) Generalized PPR 6 Yes 2, no 4 Activation in visual, parietal and premotor cortices (with PPR)

90 4–7 (9) CAE 3, MAE 1,

JME 1, IGEU 1

Yes 5, no 1 Activation in thalamus; deactivation in frontal, parietal regions,

and precuneus (with generalized polyspike and wave discharges)

91 4–12 (8) CAE 10 No Activation in thalamus; deactivation in parietal lobe, precuneus, caudate

92 15–55 JME 5, JAE 1, IGEU 3 Yes Activation in prefrontal and dorsolateral cortex followed by thalamus

93 (31.8) JME 12, IGE

(non-JME) 13

Yes Valproate-responsive and valproate-resistant groups were compared.

Activation in thalamus, frontal region (all); activation in mesial frontal

cortex, paracingulate gyrus, and anterior insula (valproate-resistant patients)

94 (32.8) JME 30, Co 26 Yes 29, no 1 fMRI was done with spatial working memory paradigm. Activation in

primary motor cortex and supplementary motor area; impaired

deactivation in default mode network

AED, antiepileptic drugs; AS, absence seizures; CAE, childhood absence epilepsy; Co, controls; EMA, eyelid myoclonia with absences; fMRI, functional magnetic
resonance imaging; IGE, idiopathic generalized epilepsy; IGEU, idiopathic generalized epilepsy unspecified; JAE, juvenile absence epilepsy; JME, juvenile myoclonic
epilepsy; MAE, myoclonic astatic epilepsy; NS, not specified; PPR, photoparoxysmal response; SGE, secondary generalized epilepsy (please note only two fMRI
studies, Refs 41 and 94, were done with cognitive tasks. Others were EEG-fMRI studies).
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this does not appear to be a major confounding factor. Yet,
this aspect needs attention in the interpretation of study
results.

Focal features as an integral component of IGE
In general, studies indicate that the presence of focal fea-

tures is not incompatible with the diagnosis of IGE, when
standard ILAE criteria are fulfilled. This is illustrated in
Figure 1, demonstrating both generalized and focal EEG
abnormalities in a 22-year-old patient with JME. The under-
lying mechanism of focal abnormalities on neuropsycholog-
ical testing and neuroimaging are unclear. Whether such
focal abnormalities are caused by the impact of repetitive
seizure activity, effect of antiepileptic medications, or
genetic factors remain speculative.

Coexistence of both IGE and focal epilepsy in the same
patient

There are case reports and case series describing coexis-
tence of proven focal epilepsy and well-characterized IGE
in the same patient.102,103 However, this phenomenon
appears to be rare, accounting for <1% of the IGE popula-
tion in the studies.102,103 Given the tertiary center referral
bias, the true prevalence is likely to be even smaller. Hence,
this phenomenon is unlikely to be responsible for all the
focal features of IGE reported in the studies.

Focal onset of generalized seizures in IGE
Whether seizures of IGE have focal onset is a highly con-

tentious subject. It is not possible to draw any conclusions
based on the data from studies discussed in this article.
However, despite some inconsistencies and methodologic
limitations, one common trend seen across most of the neu-
roimaging studies is the involvement of the thalamus and
frontal cortex. Further evaluation of these findings may
improve our understanding on the pathophysiologic basis of

IGE. It would be useful to look at different hypotheses of
IGE pathophysiology and relevant animal and human data
in this context.

Cellular and network mechanisms of GSWD are com-
plex. There are several seizure types and EEG markers in
IGE. Underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms of all dif-
ferent types may not be the same. What has been mostly
studied is the typical GSWDs of absence seizure, the elec-
troclinical prototype of IGE.

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the
GSWDs of absence seizures. Historically, the “centrence-
phalic theory” was the first mechanism proposed, which
suggested origin of GSWDs from subcortical midline struc-
tures, in particular thalamus and brainstem.104 Buzsaki105

refined this theory further by localizing the pacemaker to
reticular thalamic nucleus (“thalamic clock theory”). The
use of intracarotid and intravertebral injections of amobar-
bital sodium and pentamethylenetetrazol in patients with
generalized seizures106 as well as the advent of feline gener-
alized penicillin epilepsy (FGPE) model107 lead to the “cor-
ticoreticular theory” describing the genesis of GSWD in a
thalamocortical circuitry. This theory postulated a key role
played by the cortex in a more diffuse manner rather than a
focal abnormality. According to “corticoreticular theory,”
the cortex is in a hyperexcitable state so that thalamic sleep
spindles reaching the cortex are transformed into GSWD.108

More recently, the “cortical focus theory” was proposed to
indicate the origin of GSWD in a frontal cortical
focus.109,110 Using a rat genetic model of absence epilepsy,
Meeren et al.110 demonstrated that a cortical focus within
the perioral region of the somatosensory cortex lead the
thalamus by a mean time of 8.1 msec during the first
500 msec of an absence seizure. According to this hypothe-
sis, GSWDs originate from a focus in the somatosensory
cortex followed by rapid generalization over the cortex
bilaterally via corticocortical networks and paroxysmal

A B
C

Figure 1.

EEG of a patient with typical juvenile myoclonic epilepsy demonstrating both generalized and focal abnormalities. (A) Typical generalized

spike-wave and polyspike-wave discharges. (B) Focal bitemporal sharp-wave discharges (X and Y) captured in sleep. (C) The magnetic

resonance imaging of the brain does not reveal any focal structural abnormality.
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oscillations through thalamocortical loops. At the onset the
cortex drives the thalamus, but subsequently the coupling
becomes bidirectional, with both structures driving each
other. This mechanism provides a circuitry to amplify and
sustain GSWDs.109,110 It is important to distinguish cortical
onset of GSWD in IGE from focal frontal lobe epilepsy with
rapid generalization, based on a thorough assessment
including clinical details, neuroimaging, and EEG.111,112

There has been a growing body of literature supporting
the theory of GSWD origin from a cortical, in particular
frontal, focus. Most of the data come from experiments
involving animal models including FGPE and genetic rat
models of absence epilepsy such as Genetic Absence Epi-
lepsy Rats from Strasbourg (GAERS) and Wistar Albino
Glaxo/Rijswijk (WAG/Rij).

Using nonlinear association analysis, Meeren et al.110

have demonstrated a focus of GSWD origin within the per-
ioral region of somatosensory cortex in the WAG/Rij
model. Concordant findings have been reported from the
GAERSmodel as well.113 Several other animal studies have
supported this hypothesis. Upregulation of sodium channel
expression114 and increased excitability on electrical stimu-
lation115 have been demonstrated in the same region. In the
WAG/Rij model, focal microinfusions of phenytoin116 and
ethosuximide117,118 into the somatosensory cortex abol-
ished GSWD, but intrathalamic microinfusion failed to
achieve this result.117,118 Further evidence for the impor-
tance of cortex in the generation of GSWD has been demon-
strated in the FGPE model. In decorticated cats, penicillin
failed to trigger GSWD in the thalamus.119 Furthermore,
systemic injection and bilateral diffuse cortical application,
but not thalamic injection of penicillin triggered GSWD.107

In cats and monkeys, creation of acute bilateral cortical sei-
zure foci by chemicals and freezing generated typical
GSWD.120

Human data from invasive EEG recordings are scarce
and a few studies support the cortical focus theory. In a case
series of four patients with GSWD on scalp EEG, depth
electrode records demonstrated focal frontal onset in
two.121 Another depth electrode study in patients with gen-
eralized seizures revealed cortical onset of GSWD.122 With
stereo-EEG implanted in 10 patients, Bancaud et al.123 were
able to induce typical GSWD accompanied by clinical
absences and generalized tonic–clonic seizures by stimulat-
ing the mesial frontal cortex. Tukel and Jasper124 observed
GSWD among 26 of 31 patients with parasagittal lesions.
However, those cases could be focal frontal lobe epilepsy
with secondary bilateral synchrony rather than IGE.

Some evidence supporting focal onset of GSWD has been
reported from studies based on noninvasive scalp EEG. In
dense-array EEG, source analysis localized the ictal onset
of absence seizures to dorsolateral, orbital, and mesial fron-
tal regions.125 Source analysis of conventional EEG yielded
similar results.126 Electrical field mapping of GSWD local-
ized the field maximum to the frontal region.127

More recently, data from advanced neuroimaging studies
provide further evidence in this area. Most studies show
involvement of both the thalamus and cortex in relation to
GSWDs, although the relative importance of each compo-
nent is less clear. At least two EEG-fMRI studies have
shown BOLD activity in the frontal cortex before thalamic
activation, which could be interpreted as evidence support-
ing the “cortical focus theory.”83,92

However, some studies are not in favor of cortical focus
theory. In the rat model, some studies have shown that tha-
lamic activity precedes the cortical activation at the onset of
GSWDs.128,129 Some of the early experiments on anesthe-
tized cats demonstrated generation of 3-Hz bilateral spike-
wave discharges over the anterior cortical regions with mid-
line thalamic stimulation supporting centrencephalic the-
ory.130 One depth electrode study reported capturing 3-Hz
GSWDs synchronously from the scalp surface electrode and
thalamic depth electrodes.131

The crucial role played by the reticular thalamic nucleus
(RTN) has been demonstrated with lesional studies resulting
in abolition of GSWDs in both the GAERS132 and the
WAG/Rij models.133 Based on the lesional studies,
researchers have postulated that even though GSWDs are
initiated in the cortex, RTN is necessary to self-sustain the
discharges.133

No further conclusions can be drawn from the data pre-
sented with regard to the pathophysiology of IGE. Yet, it is
important to emphasize that even if there is a focal onset as
indicated in some studies discussed earlier, IGE cannot be
interpreted as a form of focal epilepsy. The key feature is
“origin within and rapid engagement of bilateral networks”
in generalized seizures as opposed to “origin within net-
works limited to one hemisphere” in focal seizures as con-
ceptualized in a recent ILAE report.2

Misdiagnosis of focal epilepsy as IGE
The converse problem would be the misdiagnosis of focal

epilepsy as IGE with potential treatment implications such
as denial of epilepsy surgery. However, in this review, we
have confined our literature search and discussion only to
focal features of IGE and its implications.

Clinical implications of focal abnormalities in IGE

Prognosis
The value of focal EEG abnormalities as a predictor of

prognosis in IGE is not well defined, with studies reporting
variable and conflicting results.27,83,134–140 Some studies
have reported focal EEG abnormalities as a predictor of
poor prognosis in IGE, although contradicted by others
(Table 4). All were hospital-based retrospective studies,
except for a single community based cohort.27 Most studies
involved patients diagnosed with absence epilepsy, but
there appears to be an equal mix of syndromes in the two
groups (poor prognosis vs. good prognosis).
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Many variables including the recording technique, acti-
vation procedures, circadian rhythm, and length of record-
ing affect the yield of EEG abnormalities in IGE.141 This
fact along with heterogeneity of studies, particularly in
methodology and diagnostic criteria, should be taken into
account in evaluating the prognostic value of focal EEG
changes in IGE.

There are no data available on the prognostic value of
other focal features in IGE.

Misdiagnosis and delayed diagnosis
Focal abnormalities could potentially lead to delayed

diagnosis and misdiagnosis of IGE as focal epilepsy with
inappropriate AED choice as a result. These pitfalls have
been highlighted in several studies involving JME patients
(Table 5).5,18,19,142–146 In those studies, the reported mean
diagnostic delay ranged from 5.9 to 15 years. A fair propor-
tion of patients had been originally misdiagnosed as having
focal epilepsy (range 5.3–91.4%). As a result, many had
been on inappropriate AEDs prior to the correct diagnosis
was established, resulting in seizure exacerbation. Focal
and asymmetric EEG and semiologic features were major
contributory factors responsible for delayed diagnosis and
misdiagnosis. It should be noted that all studies except

one19 included patients based on diagnostic criteria consis-
tent with 1989 ILAE guidelines.

Study limitations
There is a growing body of literature on various focal fea-

tures of IGE in different domains. However, certain study
limitations compromise the value of those data. First, almost
all studies have been conducted in tertiary centers, introduc-
ing a potential for selection bias. It is possible that more
complex IGE patients with atypical features such as focal
abnormalities are overrepresented in such centers. Second,
there is bias toward JME, with other IGE syndromes being
less well studied. Hence, the results may not be extrapolated
to all IGE syndromes. This is most likely because JME is
the most common IGE syndrome. Third, there is wide heter-
ogeneity in study methodology, which could explain the
variable and sometimes conflicting results across different
studies. In particular, inclusion and diagnostic criteria are
likely to affect the results. Less stringent diagnostic criteria
of IGE may result in inclusion of patients with focal epi-
lepsy in the cohort contaminating the results. It should be
noted, as detailed in previous sections, diagnostic criteria
are not clearly defined in some studies. Finally, there is
potential reporting and publication bias with selective

Table 4. Studies on prognostic value of EEG focal abnormalities

References

Age range

(mean) year Total number Cohort

FA is a predictor

of poor prognosis

27 ≤15 97 AE Yes

83 (34.2) 267 IGE Yes

134 NS 80 CAE, JAE No

135 (39.9 � 9.5) 48 JME No

136 14–27 (23.1) 119 CAE Yes

137 (23.2) 28 JME No

138 NS 32 JME Yes

139 NS 962 IGE No

140 NS 119 AE No

AE, absence epilepsy; CAE, childhood absence epilepsy; FA, focal abnormalities; IGE, idiopathic generalized epilepsy; JAE, juvenile absence epilepsy; JME, juvenile
myoclonic epilepsy; NS, not specified.

Table 5. Studies onmisdiagnosis and diagnostic delay due to focal features of IGE

References Cohort Design

Mean diagnostic

delay (year)

Misdiagnosis as

focal epilepsy (%) Use of inappropriate AED

5 JME 37 R 15 46 59.4%

18 JME 131 P 6.8 � 6.3 5.3 NS

19 JME 85 R 9.5 19 PHTmost frequently

used (number NS)

142 JME 76 R 5.9 15.8 52.6%

143 JME 15 R 14.5 26.7 33%

144 JME 90 R 9 17.8 58.8% (PHT), 16.6% (CBZ)

145 JME 63 R 13.3 52.4 NS

146 JME 70 P 8.3 � 5.5 91.4 NS

AED, antiepileptic drugs; CBZ, carbamazepine; IGE, idiopathic generalized epilepsy; JME, juvenile myoclonic epilepsy; NS, not specified; P, prospective; PHT,
phenytoin; R, retrospective.
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reporting and publication of positive studies of focal fea-
tures. It is evident in the publications discussed in this article
that there are very few negative studies. Hence, it is possible
that focal features in IGE may be overreported and over-
emphasized.

Conclusions
There is a large body of literature describing various

focal abnormalities in IGE. Some studies shed light on
underpinning pathophysiologic mechanisms of GSWD.
Whether the onset of GSWD is in the cortex or the thala-
mus is controversial, but more recently cortical focus
theory, mostly backed by animal data, has received much
emphasis. EEG-fMRI studies have shown activation of
thalamus and frontal cortex with spike-wave activity
supporting the hypothesis of both cortical and thalamic
involvement in IGE. There are conflicting data on focal
and asymmetric EEG abnormalities as a predictor of
prognosis. No information is available on the prognostic
relevance of other focal features in IGE. Focal features,
particularly in EEG and semiology, may result in misdiag-
nosis and delayed diagnosis of IGE. As a result, the patient
may receive an inappropriate AED, leading to poor seizure
control. This perhaps is the most important practical impli-
cation of focal features in IGE. Clinicians need to be aware
of this pitfall.
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